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Abstract. Legal Cause Prediction (LCP) aims to determine the
charges in criminal cases or types of disputes in civil cases according
to the fact descriptions. The research to date takes LCP as a text classiﬁcation task and fails to consider the outer hierarchical dependencies
and inner text information of causes. However, this information is critical for understanding causes and is expected to beneﬁt LCP. To address
this issue, we propose the Hierarchical Legal Cause Prediction (HLCP)
model to incorporate this crucial information within the seq2seq framework. Speciﬁcally, we employ an attention-based seq2seq model to predict
the cause path and utilize the inner text information to ﬁlter out noisy
information in fact descriptions. We conduct experiments on 4 real-world
criminal and civil datasets. Experimental results show that our model
achieves signiﬁcant and consistent improvements over all baselines.

1

Introduction

With the release of more than 60 million legal documents from China Judgment
Online1 , the analysis, and research on these well-structured and informative legal
documents have attracted a wide range of researchers from legal and NLP ﬁelds.
Among existing works, cause prediction is a representative and fundamental
task which aims to predict charges in criminal cases or types of disputes in
civil cases. It can provide an eﬀective reference for judges and beneﬁt a series
of real-world applications, such as automatic sentencing system and intelligent
judgment assistant.
At the early stage, researchers utilize shallow textual features (e.g., characters, words, and phrases) [20,21] or well-designed features (locations, terms, and
dates) [12] to predict charges in criminal cases.
With the successful application of deep learning methods in NLP area [14,
32,36], researchers propose to employ deep learning techniques to predict causes
according to the fact descriptions in legal cases. For example, Luo et al. [23]
employ attention mechanism to predict charges with the consideration of relevant
law articles. Ye et al. [37] utilize seq2seq model for court view generation with
1
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additional charge information. Hu et al. [10] introduce several discriminative
attributes as internal mappings to predict few-shot and confusing charges.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of causes.

It is worth pointing out that all the existing works take cause prediction
as a typical text classiﬁcation task which is usually confronted with two major
challenges. First, existing works ignore the implicit relations among causes. As
shown in Fig. 1, there exists a hierarchical dependency among both criminal and
civil causes. The hierarchy provides eﬀective information for all causes, especially
for the confusing and few-shot ones. For each leaf cause node, a unique path
connects it with the root node. Besides, each cause is treated as a plain symbol
by existing classiﬁcation models and thus the inner information hidden in their
names is missed. However, the causes in the legal area are usually well-deﬁned
and each of their names can be treated as an accurate and reﬁned description.
According to our statistics, the average lengths of criminal and civil cause names
are 4.65 and 4.24 words. This critical text information is expected to be used to
ﬁlter out the noisy information and retain the relevant parts in fact descriptions.
To address these issues, we propose Hierarchical Legal Cause Prediction
(HLCP) to incorporate the outer hierarchical relations and inner text information of causes. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst transform each cause into a path from the
root node to leaf cause node. Then, we propose an inner text attention-based
seq2seq model to predict cause paths according to the fact descriptions. Compared with traditional hierarchical classiﬁcation models, HLCP trains only one
global classiﬁer hierarchically and is able to share knowledge among all nodes
in the hierarchy. Experimental results on several large-scale real-world datasets
demonstrate that our model outperforms all existing charge prediction models [10,23] and hierarchical classiﬁcation models [4,34,38].
We publish our code at https://github.com/acharkq/HLCP for further explorations.
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Related Work
Cause Prediction

Automatic legal judgment has become a research topic for decades. Kort [17] pioneers the quantitative study on judicial decision prediction by analyzing factual
elements numerically. Segal [25] constructs a probabilistic model with variables
to evaluate the fairness of the court decisions. These early works [13,18,24,33]
usually focus on statistical and mathematical analysis on speciﬁc legal scenarios.
Recent works formalize legal judgment as a text classiﬁcation problem. They
focus on scenarios where the judgment result is selected from a ﬁxed label set, e.g.
the charges prediction for criminal cases. Machine learning methods are widely
utilized as it shows great eﬀectiveness in many areas. These works usually focus
on extracting eﬃcient features from facts. Shallow textual features and manually
designed patterns are drawn from fact descriptions and annotations (e.g., type,
location, term) of cases [1,19,21,22,28]. Due to the human eﬀorts required for
pattern design and annotation, these methods suﬀer from the issue of scalability.
With the rapid development of deep learning techniques, various neural models [2,32,36] show up with a promising performance in NLP tasks. In the legal
area, Luo et al. [23] incorporate law article knowledge for cause prediction with
an attention-based neural model. Inspired by this work, we utilize the names of
causes as the attention queries to ﬁlter out noisy information in fact description. Moreover, we introduce the direct hierarchical dependencies among causes
into LCP, which could alleviate the data imbalance issue and help to distinguish
confusing causes under diﬀerent parent nodes. Ye et al. [37] employ a seq2seq
model in charge prediction task. Diﬀerent from our work, their seq2seq model
is employed for the generation of court views. Hu et al. [10] achieve decent performance promotion on few-shot charge prediction with the annotations of 10
discriminative legal attributes of criminal charges. However, their annotations
only cover 32% criminal charges in China. Our method utilizes the oﬀ the shelf
dependencies among all causes.
2.2

Hierarchical Classification

Hierarchical classiﬁcation methods have been developed in various application
domains. Silla et al. [26] summarizes and classiﬁes these methods into, flat, local,
and global ones. Flat classiﬁers ignore the hierarchy structure and treat the
problem as a simple multi-class classiﬁcation. Local methods can be classiﬁes
into: local per node, training binary classiﬁer on each class [8], local per parent,
training one multi-class classiﬁer for all child nodes of a parent node [27], and
local per level, training one multi-class classiﬁer at each level instead of each
node [7]. These methods enforce the inference to be consistent with the hierarchy,
whereas our model is trained under the constraint of the hierarchy. The last
method, global [16], trains a multi-class classiﬁer which is responsible for the
classiﬁcation of all causes in the hierarchy and employs a loss function that
reﬂects the similarity among labels. In a similar way, we minimize the loss for
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parent nodes and leaf nodes at the same time and expect this could help to
capture the semantic dependencies among causes.
Neural models are also employed for hierarchical classiﬁcation in NLP tasks.
Cerri et al. [5] employs perceptron as classiﬁer for each parent node of the local
per parent node method. Karn et al. [11] propose to use RNN based encoderdecoder model [6,30] for entity mention classiﬁcation task. This model follows
the hierarchical path and utilizes attention to ﬁlter out noise information level by
level. Inspired by the advantage of the seq2seq model for hierarchical dependency
modeling, we propose the Hierarchical Legal Cause Prediction model for legal
cause prediction.

3

Hierarchical Legal Cause Prediction

In this section, we ﬁrst give a deﬁnition of the LCP task. Next, we introduce the
HLCP model.
3.1

Problem Formulation

As shown in Table 1, a fact description refers to the plain description part of a
legal document, which is nearly independent of the court’s opinion. We regard
it as a word sequence x = {x1 , . . . , xm , . . . , xM }, where each word xm ∈ V . The
LCP task aims to predict its corresponding legal cause y, which locates at the
bottom of the cause hierarchy.
Table 1. Example of the fact description.

As shown in Fig. 1, by tracing along the tree-structured hierarchy of causes,
we transform the cause label y into a path from root node to cause node, i.e.,
a label sequence y = {y1 , . . . , yi , . . . , yI }, where yi ∈ Y . Y denotes the set of all
causes in the hierarchy. Note that, each cause yi in this hierarchy owns its name
sy = {x1 , . . . , xl , . . . , xLy }, which can be regarded as a short description of this
cause.
With the above denotations, HLCP deﬁnes the prediction probability of y
as follows:
I

p(yi |y1:i−1 , x),
(1)
p(y|x) =
i=1

As shown in Fig. 2, HLCP consists of two components, i.e., fact encoder and
cause predictor, which will be introduced in the following parts.
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Fig. 2. The framework of HLCP.

3.2

Fact Encoder

As shown in Fig. 2, fact encoder transforms the word sequence of the fact description into vector representation as the input of cause predictor.
Word Representation. For a given fact description x = {x1 , . . . , xm , . . . , xM },
we ﬁrst convert each word xm to a k -dimensional embedding xm by looking up
a table W ∈ R|V |×k , where |V | denotes the size of the vocabulary. Thus, the
input is represented by an embedding sequence:
x̂ = {x1 , . . . , xm , . . . , xM }.

(2)

Convolution. Convolutional Neural Network is used after word representation.
For the embedding sequence, let um ∈ Rw×k denotes the concatenation of w word
embeddings xm:m+w−1 , where w is the ﬁlter width. We then generate vm ∈ Rkf
by
(3)
vm = Relu(W · um + b)
where W ∈ Rkf ×(w×k) and b ∈ Rkf . kf denotes the ﬁlter size of CNN. After
the convolution step, we obtain v̂ = {v1 , . . . , vm , . . . , vM }. This hidden state
sequence is used as the attention values of cause attention.
Max-Pooling. We max pooled over v̂ alone the sequence length axis to obtain
the initial state h0 for cause predictor according to the equation:
h0,j = max(v1,j , . . . , vM,j ), ∀j ∈ [1, kf ].
3.3

(4)

Cause Predictor

Owing to the successful usage of LSTM [9] on sequence generation, it is adopted
for cause sequence prediction in HLCP.
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Speciﬁcally, the max-pooling output of fact encoder is used as the initial state
for the LSTM cell in cause predictor.
The input of LSTM cell at the i-th step consists of two parts, i.e., cause
representation and cause-aware fact representation. Here, cause representation is the representation for the name of the cause, which is predicted at
the previous step. It is calculated by Name Vectorizer as follows.
Name Vectorizer. As mentioned above, we treat the name of each cause as its
short description, which reﬂects how it diﬀers from other causes. Thus, for the
i-th cause yi , we deﬁne Name Vectorizer to get its representation yi according
to its name syi , i.e., yi = vec(syi ). In practice, for each name syi , we employ
an LSTM to encode the corresponding word sequence and take the ﬁnal hidden
state as the cause representation.
Cause Attention. Fact description usually contains a large amount of irrelevant and noisy information which could mislead the predictor. The obtained
cause representation provides a suitable way to address this issue. Therefore, for
each step i, we utilize the cause representation yi−1 at step i − 1 to select the
most relevant information from the fact vectors v̂. In a nutshell, we employ the
following cause attention mechanism [3] to get cause-aware fact representation.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, we employ Bahdanau Attention to calculate the
weight vector αi of hidden states v̂ as follows:
e(yi−1 , vj ) = U tanh(W0 yi−1 + W1 vj + b),
αi,j = 

exp(e(yi−1 , vj ))
.
t∈[1,M ] exp(e(yi−1 , vt ))

(5)

Here, U, Wo , W1 , and b are trained parameters. With the obtained weight
vector αi , we can calculate cause-aware fact representation ci at step i as follows:
ci =

M


αij vj .

(6)

j=1

With the cause representation yi−1 and the cause-aware fact representation
ci at step i, we concatenate and feed them into LSTM cell to get current hidden
state hi , which will be used for predicting the cause in the current level later.
Masked Classification. To ensure that the predicted cause sequence is consistent with the tree structure, we employ masked classiﬁcation to restrict the
prediction scope. That means the causes in the current prediction scope must be
the child nodes of the previously predicted cause. For the output hi of predictor
cell at each step, we employ a weight shared fully connected layer to project it
into the legal cause space. Then, the logit of each cause, that is not a child node
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of the parent cause yi−1 , is masked to negative inﬁnity. Thus, the probability of
these causes will be 0 after the softmax operation. The above operations can be
formalized as:
p(yi |y1:i−1 , x) = softmax(mask(Wp hi + bp , yi−1 )),

xj
π(Yj ) = y
mask(xj , y) =
−∞ π(Yj ) = y.

(7)

where Wp and bp are parameters of the fully connected layer. π(y) is the parent
cause of y.
3.4

Optimization

For each instance, the training objective of HLCP is to minimize the crossentropy between predicted cause sequences and the ground-truth as follows:
I

L=−

1
ŷi log(p(yi |y1:i−1 , x)),
I i=1

(8)

where ŷi is an indicator vector, i.e., ŷij = 1 if yi = j and ŷij = 0 otherwise.

4

Experiments

To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed HLCP model, we conduct
experiments on several criminal and civil datasets.
4.1

Datasets

Criminal Case. We conduct experiments on the following previous released
criminal datasets: CAIL, PKU, and FSC. CAIL (Chinese AI and Law) [35]
is a large-scale criminal dataset released for legal competition, we employ the
released small version. Zhong et al. [39] collect and construct PKU with criminal
cases from Peking University Law Online2 . FSC (Few-Shot Charge) is a criminal
dataset collected by Hu et al. [10] from China Judgment Online3 for the purpose
of few-shot learning. As the cases which contain multiple defendants and multiple causes will increase the diﬃculty of matching facts to diﬀerent defendants
or causes in LCP task, we ﬁlter out these cases in all criminal datasets so that
we can focus on the exploration of the validity of introducing hierarchy and text
information among causes into LCP task. We set the minimum cause frequency
to 30 for CAIL and PKU and 10 for FSC.

2
3
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Civil Case. In civil cases, legal cause refers to the type of disputes between parties. Courts will apply proper civil causes to cases based on the fact description
and the claim of the plaintiﬀ. Since there are no publicly available civil datasets
in previous works for cause prediction, we collect 599, 400 cases from China
Judgment Online5 . We ﬁrstly extracted fact descriptions with regular templates
from documents automatically. Further, we checked the extraction results of randomly sampled cases and there were few extraction errors. We thereafter ﬁltered
out civil cases with multiple causes for the same reason as criminal cases. However, the fact descriptions of civil cases always focus on the interactions among
multiple people, instead of recording the action of the defendant in criminal
cases. Therefore, we keep civil cases with multiple defendants. The minimum
cause frequency is set to 10. The detailed statistics of all datasets are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. The statistics of diﬀerent datasets.

4.2

Datasets

CAIL

#Cases

147992 170143 383697 599400

Ave case len

225

#Leaf causes

PKU

FSC

CIVIL

344

297

390

171

80

149

328

#Parent causes

26

22

23

95

Min freq

30

30

10

10

Baselines

For comparison, we employ 3 typical text classiﬁcation models: TFIDF+SVM
(SVM) [31], TextCNN (CNN) [14], and LSTM [9]; 2 hierarchical classiﬁcation
models: CSSA [4] and Top-Down SVM (TDS) [34]; 2 charge prediction models:
Fact-Law Attention (FACT) [23] and Attribute Charge (ATCH) [10] as baselines.
We only employ Attribute Charge as baseline on FSC, as it does not cover the
cause annotation on other datasets.
4.3

Experimental Settings

As corresponding word embedding is released together with FSC, we conduct
experiments followed the experimental settings of Attribute Charge [10] rigorously on FSC. Thus, we can compare with the published performance of
Attribute Charge directly.
For other datasets, we employ THULAC [29] for word segmentation. The
maximum document length is set to 500 words. Pre-trained 256 dimensional
word embedding is employed for word representation. We set the hidden size to
256 for all LSTM cells and set ﬁlter widths in CNN to {2,3,4,5} with each ﬁlter
size to 64. For our model, we set the ﬁlter width to 5, ﬁlter size to 256, beam
width to 5.
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For training, we employ Adam [15] as the optimizer and the learning rate is
set to 0.001. The batch size is set to 128 and drop out rate is set to 0.5.
Widely used accuracy (AC), macro-precision (MP), macro-recall (MR) and
macro-F 1 (F1 ) as evaluation metrics.
4.4

Results and Analysis

As shown in Table 3, we compare HLCP with baselines on 4 LCP datasets. We
can observe that:
Table 3. Experimental results (- indicates the model can not converge in 150 epochs;
* indicates the model is not applicable on the dataset).
Data

CAIL

Metric AC

PKU
MP

MR F1

AC

CIVIL
MP

MR F1

AC

MP

FSC
MR F1

AC

MP MR F1

SVM

79.8 76.0 69.7 70.4 95.6 83.3 72.5 76.4 85.7 65.6 47.8 52.9 94.4 65.5 54.9 57.7

TDS

77.8 73.8 67.0 68.0 95.1 82.3 69.2 73.1 84.5 63.4 45.9 50.1 93.8 65.4 54.5 57.8

CSSA 63.5 41.2 34.7 38.9 78.5 65.7 62.3 59.4 57.5 42.9 39.1 38.3 83.9 58.8 56.9 54.5
CNN

68.7 62.1 55.5 56.3 96.2 81.4 77.0 76.8 85.4 67.8 46.1 52.3 94.5 66.8 58.7 60.7

LSTM 82.5 79.2 73.3 73.5 96.5 82.4 77.5 78.1 86.3 62.6 49.4 52.9 95.0 68.0 66.7 65.5
FACT 75.9 63.8 61.9 60.4 94.7 76.3 71.4 72.2 -

-

-

-

95.7 73.3 67.1 68.6

ATCH *

*

*

*

95.8 75.8 73.7 73.1

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

HLCP 83.1 77.4 74.7 74.6 96.5 82.8 77.8 79.3 87.3 66.6 56.2 59.3 95.9 78.8 73.5 74.7

(1) HLCP signiﬁcantly outperforms the baselines on most metrics and
datasets, which proves the robustness and practicability of our model;
(2) Speciﬁcally, HLCP improves F1 by 6% in the CIVIL dataset, which contains the most parent causes. Moreover, HLCP outperforms Attribute Charge
which requires human designed charge attributes. The experiments demonstrate
the eﬀectiveness of utilizing pre-existing legal cause hierarchy and text knowledge
in LCP task;
(3) Conventional hierarchical classiﬁcation methods perform poorly, while
HLCP performs much better with a global classiﬁer and the consideration of
inner text information;
(4) The improvements on “AC” are limited compared with F1 . The reason
is that the distribution of causes is extremely unbalanced. According to our
statistics, the most frequent 10 causes cover 17.3%, 86.9%, 78.1%, and 71.6%
cases in CAIL, PKU, FSD, and CIVIL datasets, respectively. While the least
common 10 causes only cover 0.22%, 0.20%, 0.027%, and 0.023% cases. From
another perspective, it veriﬁes that HLCP outperforms other methods mainly
on the few-shot causes.
By tracing along hierarchy branches, we can transform the output of all
models into a cause sequence. Thus, we are enabled to compare the performance
of HLCP and baselines at diﬀerent hierarchy level. As shown in Table 4, HLCP
defeats baselines in most situations. This aﬃrms our idea of training one global
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Table 4. Results of causes on diﬀerent levels.

CAIL

First Level

Second Level

Third level

Metric AC

MP

MR

F1

AC

MP

MR

F1

AC

MP

MR

F1

CNN
LSTM
SVM
TDS

78.4
88.2
83.0
84.9

74.9
87.6
78.9
77.5

76.1
87.8
79.9
78.9

75.1
86.1
83.7
81.9

62.9
78.1
73.2
72.9

56.1
72.5
68.3
65.7

57.0
72.8
68.7
66.9

73.3
84.1
82.3
80.7

65.4
79.9
81.0
77.4

60.0
78.9
74.4
71.7

60.6
77.5
75.3
72.6

83.4
91.4
89.6
88.1

HLCP 91.8 89.8 86.4 87.9 86.6 76.7 74.2 74.3 85.1 81.2 78.1 77.8
Table 5. Ablation test.
Datasets
Metric

CAIL
AC

F1

CIVIL
AC

F1

w/o name vectorizer 82.7 74.8 87.2 58.5
w/o cause attention 82.6 72.9 87.5 59.2
82.1 69.8 86.6 57.0
w/o mask
HLCP

82.9 75.0 87.3 59.3

classiﬁer for causes in the whole hierarchy beneﬁts the performance on the causes
of all levels.
Ablation Test: To verify the importance of diﬀerent modules in HLCP, we
conduct ablation test as shown in Table 5. Note that, when the name vectorizer
is removed, we use randomly initialized vectors as the cause representations. We
can observe that all the components in HLCP, including the name vectorizer,
cause attention and masked classiﬁcation, beneﬁt the performance of HLCP. The
joint utilization of all modules guarantees the eﬀectiveness of our model.
4.5

Case Study

To give an intuitive illustration of how the name vectorizer and cause attention mechanism works, we select a representative case and visualize the attention results in Fig. 3. The fact description records how the defendant conﬂicted
with the public servant. The cause path of this case is “crime against social
administration→disturbance of public order→interference with public servant”.
As shown in Fig. 3, while the cause becomes more and more speciﬁc, the attention
results turn to be more and more focused. It is consistent with our assumption
that irrelevant information, e.g. the word “injured”, in fact descriptions is ﬁltered
out according to the cause names level by level.
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Fig. 3. Attention results of various causes.

Table 6 aims to explain why doing prediction along the hierarchy would be
better compared with doing it ﬂat. The target and confusing causes of the listed
three cause pairs all belong to diﬀerent parent causes. However, the causes of
each pair still share similarities on fact descriptions. For example, “Gather to
disturb social order” belongs to “Disturbance of public order”, and “Destruction
of production” belongs to “Encroachment of property”. But the defendant who
breaks the social order usually impacts the production of adjacent businesses.
Thus, the causes of this pair are hard to be distinguished from each other.
The key diﬀerence between them actually refers to the diﬀerence between their
parent causes. What’s more, the classiﬁcation between parent causes is usually
easier. Thus, by doing the prediction hierarchically, we could distinguish confusing causes which belong to diﬀerent branches at their parent level and avoid
the situation in which to make choice between target cause and the confusing
one which belongs to another parent cause. As shown in Table 6, HLCP achieves
signiﬁcant performance improvements compared with a ﬂat classiﬁer.
Table 6. Example for confusing causes. (Recall)
Target cause

Confusing cause

Gather to disturb social order Destruction of production

HLCP LSTM
71.4% 46.4%

Loan fraud

Financial documents fraud 66.7% 53.3%

Kidnap

Racketeering

73.6% 71.7%
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Error Analysis

We summarized the prediction error to 3 reasons:
Data Imbalance. This would be the primary reason for failed predictions. The
hierarchy we introduced could alleviate this phenomenon by dividing causes
into smaller groups so that the sample amount for each cause is competing in
a smaller region. However, causes like “the crime of privately carving up stateowned property” and “the dispute of duplicate contracts” which only appear
around ten times, are still hard to be learned.
Fuzzy Boundary. Some causes, like theft and the crime of forcible seizure, are
hard to be distinguished in their nature. The main diﬀerence between them is
that theft is conducted secretly. However, the secrecy of a crime is sometimes
hard to be judged in practical application. There are a few such confusing cause
pairs, e.g., (embezzlement, duty encroachment), and (embezzle public money,
corruption). As these confusing pairs belong to the same parents, HLCP is unable
to distinguish them by predicting cause paths.
Incomplete Information. We follow existing LCP works and use fact description as the input. However, when multiple causes are applicable, the court would
apply a cause with the consideration of the plaintiﬀ’s claim, which is missed in
fact description and cannot always be inferred implicitly. We leave the civil cause
prediction task which inputs both the fact description and the plaintiﬀ’s claim
as a future work.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we propose the HLCP model for LCP task. HLCP builds a novel
variation of seq2seq model to capture the dependencies among legal causes. A
cause vectorizer is employed to encode legal cause names for noise elimination.
Experimental results on four large-scale datasets show that HLCP outperforms
conventional text classiﬁcation models and charge prediction models consistently,
which demonstrate the eﬀectiveness and robustness of our model.
In the future, we will explore legal intelligence in the following directions: (1)
Legal cause prediction with multiple causes and defendants; (2) Incorporating a
plaintiﬀ’s claim into civil cause prediction task; (3) Incorporate the logic rules
deﬁned by law articles into legal judgment prediction task.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by the National Key Research and Development Program of China (No. 2018YFC0831900).
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